The initiation step in protein synthesis of eucaryotic cells and viruses that infect them is blocked by high osmolarity (10, 11, 13) . Viral protein synthesis is generally more resistant to a hypertonic environment than is cellular protein synthesis (11, 13) . It has been suggested that during infection viral proteins alter cellular surface membranes so that an influx of sodium ions causes an intracellular hypertonic state, thus severely inhibiting cellular protein synthesis but at the same time permitting viral protein synthesis to progress (1, 2) . Although this is an attractive hypothesis, a recent report with mengovirus failed to show significant increases in the intracellular monovalent cation concentration during the period when cellular protein synthesis is rapidly abating (6) . The major noticeable change in the intracellular ionic environment seems to be an increase in the sodium/potassium ratio because loss of potassium ions is balanced by a gain of sodium ions (6) .
In a previous report in vivo protein synthesis of LSc poliovirus, a variant of type 1 Mahoney virus, was more resistant to excess NaCl in culture medium than that of Mahoney virus (16) . Both viruses rapidly block cellular protein synthesis and cause extensive cytopathic effects during infection. Nonetheless, the possibility remains that Mahoney virus causes a more drastic change in cellular membranes leading to intra- (7) . The ratios of PFU/counts in the labeled cultures were used to compute the ratios of D2/complete particles and D3/complete particles, assuming that there are 100 complete virions per PFU. Purified D2 preparation contained 17.5 D2 particles for every complete virion, whereas the D3 preparation contained 23 defective particles for every virion. The effects of excess NaCl on viral protein synthesis were determined as described for both monolayer cultures and cells in suspension (16) .
In a previous report it was shown that addition of NaCl to tissue culture medium blocked protein synthesis of Mahoney poliovirus more severely than protein synthesis of LSc virus (16 The complexity of the curves in Fig. 1 suggests that the virus populations might be mixed or that cellular heterogeneity causes a variable uptake in NaCl. The virus preparations used in these studies were plaque purified twice, so it is unlikely that mixed populations were used. It is possible that Mahoney virus infection causes more severe alterations in cellular permeability, leading to greater uptake of NaCl. Fig. 2b ) so that during infection in coinfected cells LSc virus proteins should comprise at least 80% of the total. From this information and the sensitivity of Mahoney virus protein synthesis to excess NaCl (Fig. 2b) , the expected sensitivity of LSc virus protein synthesis to high osmolarity can be plotted (Fig. 2a) and shows the broadly distributed material to be complete virions. The peak fractions were purified and cells were infected to determine the types of proteins that D2 and D3 particles induce in vivo. The data in Fig. 4 show that deletion mutants do not produce capsid proteins (VP1, VP2, and VP3) or the precursor of capsid protein, protein la, to the same level as standard virus.
In addition there appears to be a small increase in peptides between fractions 20 and 30. The data corroborate the findings of Korant (per- sonal communication) and show that the deletions occur at the 5' end of the genome because the genes for capsid peptides are located there (14, 15) . To test the effects of high osmolarity on initiation of protein synthesis by D2 and D3 mutants, cells were infected with either LSc virus, Mahoney virus, D2 particles, or D3 particles and exposed to 69 mM excess NaCl 2.75 h after infection in suspension (Fig. 5) Fig. 4 , and labeling was as described previously (16 
